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Overview 
"Do Slugs Dream Of Snails?" is a 2D local co-op action puzzle game which 

will take the players to explore the question - what is an identity? 

 

    Having been raised by a mad-scientist Dr. Snakingson, the main 

character Snailie thinks himself as a snail, although he is actually a slug. 

One day, Dr. Snakingson creates a copy of Snailie in his lab. However, a 

group of ninja storms in and kidnaps Doctor. Snailie and Swampie starts 

their journey to get him back. 

 

    The two players need to communicate well with each other to build a 

strategy in this game. The second player controls Swampie, who requires 

his cord plugged in a socket to supply his electric power. The first player 

Snailie can not go through the cord which blocks ways while the speedy 

obstacles chase them. Snailie can pick up a water hose and it needs to be 

connected to a water source and stretched, which will block the second 

player's way. The players can respawn unlimitedly, but it will consume 

some time. If both of the players die at the same time, they will be game 

over. The levels are build randomly each time so that the players can 

repeatedly try the same stage with another tactics. 



Story 
Prologue 

Snailie watches Dr. Snakingson’s experiment to create a copy of Snailie 

from the swamp in his lab. It goes successfully and the copy is named as 

Swampie. 

    However, after Dr. Snakingson attaches an artificial shell to Swampie, 

a group of ninja storms into his lab to kidnap him. 

    Snailie and Swampie start their journey to find ninjas’ country and get 

back Dr. Snakingson. 

Windmill 

Snailie and Swampie arrives at a village where philosophers live. Among 

them, the frog-shaped windmill on the hill is believed to have a soul and 

eat the snails who dare to sneak in it. 

    On the seashore, Snailie finds a ship to reach ninja’s country across the 

sea, but the ticket costs a lot. 

    Snailie and Swampie enters the windmill and seek the treasure hidden 

inside. 

 



Cave 

After they land on an exotic country, they meet an old hermit Hermitta, 

who is dying for his age. Snailie finds a sign of medicine nearby a cave, and 

decides to get to save Hermitta. 

    Although they successfully get the medicine, Hermitta didn’t take it. 

Instead, they give it to an injured bird. She eats another snail in front of 

them but agrees to carry them to the ninjas’ country. 

 

The Empire of Sunrise 

They arrives at a weird empire. Snails there are dancing whole night in 

dresses. Behind the dance hall, they find a ninja’s mansion which seems 

suspicious. 

    They sneak in the ninja house and realise it is not a house but a school 

to make slugs into snails. So many Dr. Snakingson’s photos are put on the 

wall. 

    At the end of the building, Snailie sees Dr. Snakingson enjoy his party in 

his new lab. Snailie tries to take him home but joins the party in the end. 

 



Playable Characters 
1P: Snailie 

  

Joystick: move 

A: OK/Talk 

B: Dash 

X: --- 

Y: Item action 

Long LR: Pick up/put an item 

 

Normal. 

With a vase. 

Water hose. 

Scatter water. 

If 0%, he will respawn. 

A leaf. 

Eat to fill up the energy. 



2P: Swampie  

Joystick: move 

A: OK/Talk 

B: Dash 

X: --- 

Y: Reel the cord 

Long LR: Plug/Unplug 

 

Normal. 

With a cord. 

If 0%, he will respawn. 

An outlet. 

Plug in to charge. 

A plugged outlet. 

A plug. 

 



NPCs 
 
  

Dr. Snakingson 
He is a mad scientist. He has raised up Snailie. 

 

 

Philosophers 
They are philosophical snails. 

 

 

Cruise staff 
He sells super expensive cruise tickets. 

 

 

Hermitta 
He is a hermit crab dying for his age. 

 

 

Mrs. Crane 
She is injured on the mountain. She likes to eat slugs. 

 

 

Weird snails 
They dance whole night. 

 



Enemies 

  

Island frogs 
Black slim frogs. They eat slugs. They can jump one block but 

cannot swim. 

 

Cave bats 
They are taking rest in the cave. Their shit is Snailie's food.  

 

Mineral worms 
They eat bats' shit and become bigger. They move as fast as 

the players' dash and run away from the snake. When they 

are big enough, they stop running away and become ball 

shape. Snailie can pick it up. 

 

Cave snake 
It eats bats and slugs. It moves in 0.8x speed of the players. 

If it eats mineral worm's ball, it will choke its throat and die. 

 

Gama frogs 
Black big frogs. They eat slugs. They can jump up to two 

blocks and swim for 2 blocks. 

 

Ninjas 
Usually hiding under the floor, but once players step on a tile 

within 2 blocks from the tile they open to peek, they run as 

fast as the players' dash. They kick out slugs (respawn). 

They can jump one block and swim. They will hide again after 

they lose the players. 

 

Lab researchers 
They run as quick as players' walk. They detect players up to 

5 blocks forward and run to the emergency button to 

summon ninjas/frogs. They love beer. 



Gimmicks in the levels 
  Outlets 

Swampie can plug in to charge.  

Charging speed: Stone 1.0x  Iron 2.0x  Bamboo 0.8x 

 
Non-electric outlets 
Swampie can plug in and pull the object by reeling the cord. 

 

Bridge parts 
They are light enough to push forward. 

When water filled in the pool, bridge will float. 

 

Pool plug 
Plug in to fill the pool/plug off to dry the pool again. 

 

Salt 
It kills slugs and frogs. It will melt in water, too. 

 

Salt vases 
Snailie can pick up and scatter salt anywhere. 

 

Medicine vase 
Snailie can pick up to finish Level3. 

 

Beer vases 
Snailie can pick up and scatter beer anywhere. Beer will 

charge his health but mess up controls for some frames. 

All kind of snails/slugs love it. 

 

Trap tiles 
Once players step on, it will sound loud and ninjas come out. 

 

Empty tiles 
The players can hide if they don't have any cord behind. 

 



Levels 
About The Levels 

The game resolution will be default 960*544 fixed (30x17 sells by 32px 

each). More detailed design (the locations of walls, items, enemies) will be 

fixed after testplays. Those levels are created by 3D blocks textured with 

2D pixel art. (32*32*16px) 

    Each stage will be a hierarchical structure with randomly chosen 

layers. e.g. Stage 1: 1/1 layer, Stage 2: 2/4 layers, Stage 3 : 3/6 layers, 

Stage 4: 4/8 layers. Once the players reach the stairs, they will progress to 

the next layer. 
Level 1 (Tutorial) Sample 

 

Level 2-1 Sample 



Level 3-1 Sample 

 

Level 4-1 Sample 

*The map on the right shows to-be-randomised factors. 

* These are just examples, not actual designs. 

 

  



Gameplay 
The story and the game mechanics will always be visually presented, and 

sometimes shown as simple animations in small balloons. The game will 

not contain texts except the title screen and the menu. This makes people 

around the world able to play this game. 

 

    The two players are expected to talk to each other so that they can 

build a strategy to get over the obstacles. This game's difficulty is set high 

to encourage the conversation. Also the unlimited respawns and the 

random factors in the levels will enhance this gameplay experience. 

 

    The duration of gameplay will be designed to be short for each time by 

frequent check points so that the players can play this game in their spare 

time on boring evenings or bad-weather days. 

 
Sounds 

The background music will be made with chiptune sounds. Beside the title 

music, each region and level will have its own theme music. Also 

mid-length tracks will be prepared for fanfare/game over. Short tracks 

are going to be composed for select/damage/items. 

 

  



User Interface 
The user interface will be as simple as possible so that the players don't 

need to read lengthy descriptions before the play. 

 

    The platform is planned to be Windows/Mac with console controllers 

for beta and Nintendo Switch for completed ver. The gameplay experience 

will be enhanced most when the players use console controllers. 

 

 

    The two players share the game screen on the same display. The 

playable characters' healths will be shown on the top of the screen. The 

resolution will be default 960*544 (30x17 sells by 32px each). 



    The game starts from the title screen with "New Game" and "Continue". 

The former one will take the players to the prologue scene, and the latter 

one will open the world map according to the saved data. When the start 

button/escape is pressed in the middle of a scene or a level, the game will 

pause and the menu screen will be overlaid on the display. 


